FLY RANCH
ECO HUT

At the moment, there is an acute environmental
problem. Climatologists predict that if we continue
to pollute the world at our current rate, we will
only have eight years until we exhaust our carbon
budget.

Due to environmental pollution, we are losing
our planet with its unique and unique nature.
And in order to preserve what is left, it is
necessary now to take measures such as sorting and
recycling waste, switch to the use of renewable
energy, create eco-parks and nature reserves where
people’s activities will be limited.

With green buildings, we can change the world
and make life and work easier for people who come
to this ranch for the sake of nature, learning and
exploring the unique nature.

Image and concept of the designed object
In order to preserve the spirit of the festival
and take into account the ancient people who
previously lived on these lands, and in order to
preserve the uniqueness of this place, the most
sparking general plan was proposed.

Cars will be parked in an eco-parking consisting
of existing plants:

- Existing roads, designed for the
  will be located where there is no vegetation;
- Houses will be raised one meter from the ground;
- Movement throughout the site will be carried
  out on bicycles;
- The houses will be made in vibrant Native
  American colors with triangular colored
  stained-glass windows, which will create a unique
  creative atmosphere inside the house. The houses
  will be made of timber frame, interior and exterior
  cladding will be made of eco-friendly drywall.
- The Sculpture Park area will house sculptures
  that are specially created by sculptors for the
  Burning Man festival of this place. Between them
  there will be pillars (about 3 meters high) to
  which the fabric will be fixed to create the
  lightness and mystery of this place, as they will
  protect from the sun due to the created shadow.
- The public area will be home to
  creativity / study buildings, simple in shape so
  as to create the impression of merging with nature.